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The cat is my medium

Notes on the writing and art of

MAY 23RD, 2020 - IN CAROLEE SCHNEEMANN UNCOLLECTED TEXTS EDITED BY ART HISTORIAN BRANDEN W JOSEPH THE TEXTS SPAN DIVERSE FORMATS INCLUDING DREAM JOURNAL ENTRIES CRITICISM AND ESSAYS PERFORMANCE NOTES WERE CULLED PRIMARILY FROM MAGAZINES SUCH AS CATERPILLAR FILM CULTURE THE FOX MANIPULATIONS AND MATTER AS WELL AS PERFORMING ARTS JOURNAL AND ART JOURNAL AND MEDIA OUTLETS INCLUDING THE
'Carolee Schneemann with Jarrett Earnest The Brooklyn Rail

May 27th, 2020 - If we truly loved freedom we'd designate Carolee Schneemann a living national treasure but seeing as we live in this culture she remains a blinding light for those few artists and writers attempting to hold back the dark in dominant culture. Schneemann is a visionary artist in the lineage of William Blake and visionaries never sit nicely within their culture.'

Carolee Schneemann

May 20th, 2020 - 1 Portfolio Carolee Schneemann Partitions 1962 3 2 Introduction by Brian Wallace 3 Plates Research 4 Painting What It Became An Essay by Maura Reilly 5 Plates Ecstasy 6 Plates

Furies 7 Depth of Place An Interview with Carolee Schneemann by Emily Caigan 8 Plates Dwelling 9 Screening 10 Checklist of The

Carolee Schneemann Experimental Cinema

May 5th, 2020 - Uncollected Texts Draws Together A Number of Carolee Schneemann's Earliest Writings Many Exceedingly Rare and Several That Are Published Here For The First Time Ranging From Letters to the Editor, Dream Journals and Film Criticism to Satirical Poems Detailed Discussions of Her Art and Pointed Feminist Critiques Edited by Branden W Joseph The Book Includes 30 Texts by Carolee

TEXTS BY CAROLEE

June 1st, 2020 - in uncollected texts Schneemann describes the choreographic logic of her performances. They should proceed she writes according to an anic necessity a state of fluid collaboration uniting bodies within a collective pulsating intelligence.

Artwork An Evening with Carolee Schneemann

May 19th, 2020 — Carolee Schneemann is a multidisciplinary artist who transformed the definition of art especially the discourse on the body, sexuality and gender. The history of her work is characterized by research into archaic visual traditions, pleasure wrested from suppressive taboos and the body of the artist in dynamic relationship with the social body.

'Carolee Schneemann Uncollected Texts 2018

May 25th, 2020 - Get this from a library Carolee Schneemann Uncollected Texts Carolee Schneemann Branden Wayne Joseph Primary Information Organization McNaughton Amp Gunn Firm Edited by Art Historian Branden W Joseph The Texts Span Diverse Formats Included Are Journal Entries, Criticism, Poems, Essays and Performance Notes Culled Primarily from Short Run Magazines Such as

Carolee Schneemann Artist Books

May 11th, 2020 - San Francisco Art Institute 1992 Artist Book 24 Pages 6x9 B&W Text Illus Image Generation by Carolee Schneemann From the Drawing Sequence Video Burn 1987 1991 Available From the Artist Limited Supply Contact Carolee Schneemann

Pensound Carolee Schneemann


June 3rd, 2020 - Art Work with Carolee Schneemann is moderated by Kenneth White Sarah Lawrence College who has spoken and published widely on Schneemann and edited the monograph Unfivable,

Uncollected Texts Primary Information

April 14th, 2020 - Uncollected Texts Draws Together A Number Of Carolee Schneemann's Earliest Writings Many Exceedingly Rare And Several That Are Published Here For The First Time Ranging From Letters To The Editor, Dream Journals And Film Criticism To Satirical Poems Detailed Discussions Of Her Art And Pointed Feminist Critiques Edited By Branden W Joseph The Book Includes 30 Texts By Carolee.